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Faridabad (Haryana)
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218! May, 2020
BSE Limited
Listing Department,
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers,
Dalal Street, Fort, Mumbai — 400 001
Stock Code: 522122; Company Code: 2407
Sub.: Disclosure under Regulation 30 read with Regulation 4(2)(e) of the LODR
Dear Sir / Madam,

Pursuant to the aforesaid provisions of the LODR, we wish to apprise the investors and other stakeholders
through the Exchange, about following developments in retation to the company:
The company has now obtained the permission to work with full strength and accordingly, normal operations
are being resumed at the company, as per the SOP mandated by the relevant authorities in this regard.
It is envisaged that impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, including that on financial condition and results of
operations, future operations, capital and financial resources, liquidity, assets, internal financial control over
financial reporting and disclosure controls and procedures, demand for products/services etc. would not be too

significant in case of our company, though production, sales & profits may be impacted adversely in the short
term and there would also be delay in completion of certain ongoing projects.
Further, it is anticipated that with work related relaxations being

notified for various parts of the country and

gradual start of economic activities would eventually result in demand & supply of the products of the company
reaching the pre-lockdown levels in due course of time.

We request you to take the above information on record and to kindly arrange to disseminate the same to
concerned investors.
Thanking you.
Yours truly,
For Voith Paper Fabrics India Limited

ompany Secretary
FCS - 4301
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E-mail: voithfabrics.faridabad(@voith.com

Website:http:/Avww.voithpaperfabricsindia.com
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